2019—A Whole New World?
As you no
doubt know, Tony
Evers defeated
Scott Walker in the
November 6 election to become the
46th Wisconsin
Gove rnor.
Democrat Josh Kaul defeated
Republican Brad Shimel to become
the 45th Wisconsin Attorney General.
With two of the most powerful offices
in the State changing party hands, many
people have asked whether the construction industry should expect dramatic
changes. Will the right-to-work law
be repealed? Will state prevailing wage
laws be resurrected? Surely transportation needs will be fully funded, right?
My response to the first two questions has consistently been - probably not; and to the third – maybe.
Republicans still control, by very
comfortable margins, the State Senate
and Assembly. There are many excellent elected officials in both the Senate
and Assembly: people willing to pursue
bipartisan solutions to address the
needs of Wisconsin. However, there
are growing factions in both the Senate
and the Assembly that have no interest
in bipartisanship or serving the best
interests of Wisconsin. This is true of
both Democrats and Republicans. These
factions attempt to advance policy agendas dictated to them by out-of-state

third-party interest groups. They also
seek to implement litmus tests to weed
out those in their own party that are not
“pure” enough leaving a government, here
and in Washington D.C., that is dysfunctional and devoid of bipartisanship.

former U.S. Sen. Herb Kohl and is the
director of charitable giving for Herb
Kohl Philanthropies. These are not
far-left political ideologues. These are
some of the top business, education
and public policy minds in the State.

Yet, Governor Evers has stated many
times that he has a sincere desire to
work with Democrats and Republicans
to find bipartisan solutions for some
of Wisconsin’s most challenging problems. It appears that Governor Evers
does not want to wield only the powerful veto pen. He wants to find compromise solutions and sign bills into law.

The bottom line is yes, I expect there
will be positive changes for the construction industry. But Governor Evers must
work with the Republican-controlled
Senate and Assembly, so I expect the
changes to be largely understated at the
legislative level. However, new agency
heads at WisDOT, the Department
of Workforce Development and the
Department of Administration could
result in more dramatic changes for
the industry. The construction industry could see more thorough vetting of
public works contractors and greater
emphasis on compliance with employment laws. Likewise, the new Attorney
General could choose to prosecute payroll fraud crimes in the construction
industry and clamp down on wage theft.
In short, positive, measured change is
in store for the next four years and the
catastrophic damage to our industry
unleashed over the past four years will at
least cease with these new elected leaders.

This is good news for the construction industry. Infrastructure has historically been a bipartisan issue, but was
twisted into a political billy club by
former Governor Walker during his
failed White House bid. Governor Evers
has signaled his intent to bring infrastructure back to its former status as a
bipartisan economic development tool.
Furthermore, Governor Evers’ transition team leads me to believe that
Governor Evers will take a moderate,
collaborative approach to leading his
administration. The transition team
includes business executives from the
manufacturing, health care and technology industries and primary and
higher education professionals. The
transition team is led by JoAnne Anton,
who worked more than 20 years for

Robb Kahl,
CBG Executive Director

Governor-elect Evers speaks to students
about construction industry on November
14 at the Joseph J. Goetz Training Center
in Coloma.
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Record Numbers Attend Externship
Thank you to all that participated in the November
14th externship at the training center. This event, held
during National Apprenticeship Week, was exceptionally successful because of the work of many Wisconsin
Operating Engineers Local 139, apprentices, and contractors.
Thank you to everyone made this event a success by:
•

Sharing information on the event with a school
district or student

•

Volunteering to assist at the event

•

Supporting an Operating Engineer that participated in the event

•

Serving on a panel discussion

At a glance
550+ students, parents and educators
60 school districts
40 volunteers at the event
5 contractors spoke on the panel

There were also many parents that took the day
off work to bring their son or daughter to the event.
“I wanted to let you know that we had a fantastic day in
Coloma today. I commend you and the entire team for the organization of the event with the large turnout… awesome! I am
pretty sure my son Jacob will be pursuing this apprenticeship.
He is already taking one course at Cambridge High School
and will take a couple more his second semester this spring.”
~ Father of a Cambridge High School student enrolled in the
online pre-apprenticeship program
The day wrapped up with special guest Governorelect Tony Evers commending the Wisconsin Operating
Engineers Local 139 for their commitment to training,
emphasizing the need to focus on infrastructure investment
and reminding students that apprenticeship is a valuable
way to start a career that offers family-sustaining wages and
many opportunities to contribute to the State of Wisconsin.
As the largest event held in the state during this celebration week, the head of the Department of Workforce
Development’s Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards,
Karen Morgan, also attended the closing session to
recognize the success of this crucial outreach event.
Watch for details on the Spring 2019 event!

Onalaska School District was one of many that
experienced the externship event for the first time.
“Just a quick note of thanks for the awesome opportunity you
provided for so many high school students. We have never brought
students before, but the day was very well organized. It takes a
great deal of effort and planning to prepare for such a large event.
“The students I brought were very appreciative of all they learned
and saw. I brought six, but should have brought more. Thanks again.”
~ Onalaska School District

Why Outreach Is Important
We need 122 new Operating Engineers every year
for the next 7 years to meet
contractor needs and replace retirees
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Governor-elect Evers speaks to students on November 14 at the
Joseph J. Goetz Training Center in Coloma.
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Frightening Secrets Of The Fiber Optic
Installation Industry
By Doug Wipperfurth, CBG Wage & Hour Investigator and Cynthia L. Buchko, CGB General Counsel

On July 10, 2018, an out-of-state contractor was installing fiber optic cable with the use of directional boring
equipment. During the construction, a natural gas line
was hit, which resulted in a large explosion near Main
and Bristol Streets in downtown Sun Prairie. The explosion resulted in the death of a firefighter, injury to several
other firefighters and the destruction of several buildings.
How did this happen and how does the
industry prevent this from happening again?
An ongoing investigation is being conducted by Wisconsin
Department of Criminal Investigations, the Wisconsin Fire
Marshall and the Sun Prairie Police Department. Hopefully,
the investigation will determine who was at fault, if there
was any criminal negligence, and who is responsible for the
cost of the damages. The loss of life and personal injuries can
never be justified, but the industry can learn from the mistakes of the Sun Prairie incident. Here is what we know so far.
The project was the installation of new fiber optic cable
for a major telecommunications company. The telecommunications company contracted with Bear Communications—
an out-of-state contractor—to perform the work. Bear
Communications subcontracted the work to VC Tech from
Ypsilanti, Michigan. According to Michigan public records,
VC Tech was created on December 7, 2017, which means
the company had only been in existence for seven months
before the Sun Prairie incident. The contractor was not
registered to do business in Wisconsin, a legal requirement
of all out-of-state businesses doing work in Wisconsin.

3 feet of an underground utility line or crossing an underground utility it is industry standard to “pothole” or “locate
hole” at variable distances so that the utility (or utilities in
congested areas like downtown Sun Prairie) may be positively located. This is typically done with the use of a hydro
vacuum or daylighting machine. Potholing not only allows
for positive utility location, it creates vent holes in the event
of a utility breach, such as the gas line strike in Sun Prairie.
It appears, however, that VC Tech did not construct to
industry standard and did not pothole other utility lines for
positive location. Instead, VC Tech drilled blindly using a
directional boring machine, which ruptured the gas line causing
natural gas to collect and saturate the area. The pooled natural
gas was ignited by an unknown source causing the explosion.
Had VC Tech potholed for positive utility location,
it likely would have discovered that the Diggers Hot Line
markings were incorrect, which may have prevented the
accident altogether. Even if the accident could not have
been avoided, the natural gas from the struck line would
have vented though the potholes, which likely would have
substantially reduced the risk of a catastrophic explosion.
There are other troubling facts concerning VC Tech.
On the same day of explosion, one of VC Tech’s workers
filed lawsuit for unpaid wages. Additionally, VC Tech displayed Bear Communication’s logos on their company vehicles, not their own, which is a violation of Wisconsin law.

It has been reported that Diggers Hot Line was contacted
prior to commencement of the work, and the location company used was USIC. USIC was found to have mismarked
the gas line location by 25 feet. However, even if the gas line
was improperly marked by 25 feet, properly trained workers
would expect there to be multiple utility lines in the downtown Sun Prairie area. Furthermore, line markings only
give horizontal location of a utility. Vertical utility location
is not required under Wisconsin’s Diggers Hot Line law.

Unfortunately, ongoing investigations by CBG have discovered that VC Tech’s questionable business practices are
neither unique nor isolated. CBG has investigated fiber
optic installation throughout Wisconsin and the results are
frightening. Many of the fiber optic workers interviewed by
CBG were either entirely untrained or had limited training. Many do not live in Wisconsin and instead came to
the United States from Romania, other eastern European
countries and South America specifically to do fiber optic
installation. Nearly all of the workers were misclassified as
“independent contractors” and were paid a daily rate in cash.

Because of the limited usefulness of horizontal utility
location, it is industry standard to physically locate utilities prior to directional drilling. When working within

Workers often did not have proper safety equipment,
such as hard hats. CBG even observed some workers wearing tennis shoes on the job site rather than safety boots or
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electrical lineman boots. CBG discovered both prime contractors and subcontractors that failed to obtain proper local
permits to be working in the public right-of-ways. CBG also
witnessed work near or in the public right-of-ways without
proper traffic control to protect the workers or the public.

safety hazards—is pervasive because of the drive to complete a project cheaper and faster. The Sun Prairie incident
should be a wakeup call to project owners and prime contractors. Cutting corners to maximize profits in the short
term can have disastrous long-term consequences and costs.

During our investigations, CBG did encounter some excellent
subcontractors with properly trained, safe workers. Unfortunately,
the questionable subcontractors outnumbered the good ones.

IUOE Local 139 trains operators the proper and safe way to
operate directional boring equipment during a 2-week training
class at the Coloma Training Center. Directional boring can
be dangerous, but those risks can be minimized with proper
training and by following industry standards. If it is predictable, it is preventable. Think safety first and profits second.

In our opinion, the use of questionable subcontractors—those who fail to construct to industry standards and
exploit untrained workers and expose them to substantial

De Keyser Construction Proud Local 139ers

By Neil Strobel

Over the years,
many small companies have remained
viable in this industry because of the
long hours and
years of sacrifices
made by previous generations
of their families.
De Keyser Construction Company is among that group.
August of 2018 marked the 50th year anniversary that De
Keyser Construction Company Inc. has been in business
here in Green Bay. Dan De Keyser has been a member of
the IUOE 139 for the past 49 years and his son Kurt De
Keyser has been a IUOE 139 member for the past 19 years.

De Keyser Construction moved to its current 11,000 square
foot facility in 2016. They employ 6 operating engineers, 3
laborers and 2 administrative staff members. Dan and Kurt are
proud of their low employee turnover rate and attribute that
to several reasons; “We look for a good work ethic and solid
personal character, both of those probably come from a strong
family upbringing.” “If we hire the right person, we can train
them to be a great employee”. Kurt said, “Many of employees
started as pipe layers and as a result of their apprentice training at Coloma and the field experience with our crews, they
have become SAFE and EFFICIENT equipment operators.

In a recent interview, Dan told me that there are many
reasons De Keyser Construction is proud to be a member
of the IUOE 139. He went on to state that the union has
always provided great benefits to its members not only in the
form of quality insurance and a well-funded pension plan,
but also in the ongoing training at the Coloma Training
Center and the availability of immediate assistance provided by the business agents whenever they have needed it.
It was clear from my conversation with Dan and Kurt
that they attribute their business success to several core
principles. They said that although there have been many
changes in the construction industry over the years, De
Keyser’s commitment to quality customer service coupled
with their effort to communicate with their employees,
contractors and project owners throughout the entire project has remained constant. De Keyser Construction has
expanded its scope of work to include sewer and water projects, public and private excavating projects and emergency
service repairs for both commercial and industrial facilities.
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(L-R) Dan De Keyser and Kurt De Keyser.

This has been a very good year for us again and looking
back it is hard to imagine that 50 years have passed since De
Keyser Construction started. We are grateful for our fortunes
and look forward to continued successes in the years to come.
Neil Strobel, based in Green Bay, is a wage-and-hour
investigator with Construction Business Group.
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